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Russia's Operatsiia Trest A Reappraisal 

Anyone interested in the history of 
Soviet intelligence likely has encoun
tered the so-called "Trust" Operation 
(Operatsiia Trest). In the view pro
mulgated by the KGB, and dutifully 
perpetuated by the successor FSB and 
S VR, the Trust represented the So
viet security service's first large-scale 
offensive campaign (1922-1927) 
against the combined forces of 
counter-revolution and imperialism. 1 

In addition to foiling the terroristic 
schemes of White emigres and their 
foreign backers, the operation liqui
dated two key figures in this hostile 
alliance, the anti-Soviet political ren
egade Boris Savinkov and Sidney 
Reilly, the British "Ace-of-Spies." 

West Sees 'Masterful Deception' 

This view, widely accepted in the 
West2, portrays the Trust as a mas
terpiece of deception and provocation 
which established a successful model 
for future efforts in the same vein. 
Strangely, mention of this important 
operation is missing from Soviet 
works on intelligence until the 
1960s. 3 Surely this silence was not 
intended to keep a secret; the Trust's 
role as Soviet provocation was an 
open topic of debate in emigre publi
cations from the late 1920s through 
the 1950s, and its exploits were com
mon knowledge in Western intelli
gence circles. 4 

The glorification of the Trust seems 
to have been part of a belated post
Stalin effort to rehabilitate the image 
of the Soviet security service by play
ing up its early "Leninist" triumphs. 
The fact that almost all the chekisty 
involved in the Trust later fell victim 
to Stalinist purges was an added plus. 
However, as in any propaganda cam-
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paign, historical accuracy was valued 
only so far as it was useful. This trend 
found its best expression in Lev 
Nikulin's Mertvaia Zyb' (1965) which 
portrayed the Trust ~ 

as a masterpiece of M 
deception. 

Surviving 
records of Razra
botka Trest in the 
Russian State Se
curity Archives 
are said to consist of some 38 vol
umes, each with up to 300 pages of 
material. 5 To date, however, only a 
tiny, carefully selected, fragment of 
this material has become available to 
scholars, all of it reinforcing the es
tablished Soviet view. 6 

This ar ticle will argue that the 
"Nikulinesque" portrait is not only 

exaggerated, but also in important 
respects quite misleading about the 
operation and its achievements. The 
reassessment will center on docu
ments retrie ved from the personal 
fond of Feliks Edmundovich 
Dzerzhinskii in theRossiiskiii Tsentr 
Khraneniia i lzucheniia Dokumentov 
Noveishei lstorii (RTsKhIDNI--ex
Central Party Archive). Far from 
demonstrating the power of the 
KGB's parent GPU/OGPU, the Trust 
may have been a better indication of 
its limitations. 

One of the fundamental questions 
about the Trust is just what the op
eration was and what it was not. 
Building on information-or disin
formation-gleaned from various 
sources, some have argued that the 
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Russian Trest Was Multifaceted Plan 
-Continued from Page 19-

Trust had its provocational roots in 
the so-called "Lockhart Plot" of 1918 
and that, in one form or another, it 
continued straight through the 
1980s. 7 One anonymous writer has 
charged that the Trust predated 1917 
as a "network of financial interests" 
dedicated to bringing about revolution 
in Russia! 8 

In the strict sense, the Trust was a 
"tsentral 'naia razrabotka" (project) 
of the GPU/OGPU effort to penetrate 
emigre groups, in this case monar
chists, via the so-called Monarchist 
Association of Central Russia 
(Monarkhicheskoe Ob 'edinenie 
Tsentral 'noi Rossii, MOTsR).9 More 
broadly, the Trest rubric covered a 
multi-faceted operation aimed at the 
parallel penetration of emigre groups 
from the monarchists, to the "Eur
asian" movement and the left-wing 
SRs.10 Each of these sub-operations 

had its own legend or cover story. 
Yaroslavets targeted the monarchist 
circle centered on the Grand Duke 
Nikolai Nikolaevich Romanov, Peski 
aimed at the Kadets, Sindikat-11 seems 
to have been developed for the express 
purpose of neutralizing Savinkov, 
while another branch was aimed at 
dissident communists. The overall 
plan was to link all or most of the 
emigre factions into a "united front" 
controlled by Soviet agents. 

Trust 'Spark' Was Late 1920 

There also is some confusion about 
just when the Trust, in one form or 
another, began and who supervised its 
creation. The initial spark has been 
traced to late 1920 when Lenin sup
posedly charged Cheka11 chiefFeliks 
Dzerzhinskii with the creation of a 
"spurious White Guard organization" 
for the purpose of detecting counter
revolutionary agents in Russia and in
filtrating anti-Soviet groups abroad.12 
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However, Dzerzhinskii's actual role 
in or support for the operation is 
doubtful, as will be noted below. 

Archival files indicate that the op
eration commenced in 1921 under the 
aegis of the Cheka's "Special Depart
ment" (Osobyi Otde/) and concluded 

Russian archives show 
operation began in 19 21 
and ran until 19 2 7 

under the OGPU's KRO (Kontr
razvedyvatel 'nyi Otde/-counterintel
ligence) in 1927.13 This effort seems 
to have eclipsed or absorbed existing 
bogus anti-communist groups run by 
the rival INO (Jnnostranykh Otdel
foreign intelligence). 14 The best evi
dence puts the actual formation in 
early 1922.15 This was in the hands 
of A.A. Agranov, a veteran Cheka 
troubleshooter with recent experience 
in the penetration of anti-Communist 
groups. 

The Trust was born at an interesting 
time. Late 1921-early 1922 coincided 
with the "dissolution" of the Cheka 
and its reconstitution as the GPU 
(Gosudarstvennoe Poli ticheskoe 
Upravlenie- State Political Admin
istration , later OGPU). This, in turn, 
was part of the sweeping systemic 
change resulting from the New Eco
nomic Policy initiated by Lenin in 
1921. The NEP preserved the Com
munist monopoly of political power, 
But Red control otherwise was com
promised in several respects. The 
Party's 1921-1922 purge of undesir
ables left barely 500,000 members , 

-Continued on Page 21-
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Controversial Opperput Enters in 1922 
-Continued from Page 20-

only a fraction of whom possessed the 
practical skills to keep the huge na
tion of some 155 million running .16 

From the economy to the armed 
forces, the Soviet regime depended on 
legions of non-Party specialists
spet.sy-among whom were not a few 
real or potential enemies of the new 
order. 

Savelov, Ring, Kasatkin, Levine, etc.). 

Iakushev, a "debonair civil ser
vant," was the former personal secre
tary of Prince N.V. Shakhovskoi and 
was later Trotsky's "right hand " 
staffer during the civil war. 19 In 1921 
he entered the service of Vneshtorg, 
the Soviet foreign trade agency. 
Iakushev also was connected with the 
Moskovskoe Obshchestvo Vzaimnogo 
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The OGPU was no exception . In 
its vital INO, an astonishing 90% of 
the officials were ex-tsarist servants, 
mostly from the Imperial Depart
ament Politsii (Okhrana) , Gen
darmes, or intelligence and counter
intelligence services. 17 The situation 
in the KRO is unlikely to have been 
much different. 

A similar picture emerges from the 
MOTsR-Trust, where some 40 OGPU 
agents managed an estimated 400 
activists. 18 Among the agents them
selves, "converted " or compromised 
anti-communists predominated, 
working under the presumably watch
ful eyes of a handful of regular OGPU 
officers. This precarious situation is 
exemplified by the cases of two men 
who were the Trust's most important 
ac tivists. These were Aleksandr 
Aleksandrovich lakushev (aka 
Fedorov, Rabinovich) and the man 
best known as Eduard Ottovich 
Opperput (aka Upeninsh, Uppelintz, 
Uppeliuts, Staunitz , Sel ia ninov, 
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Kredita ("Moscow Credit Society"), 
the financial "arm" of the Trust. 20 

Despite his loyal service to the Soviet 
regime , Iakushev maintained mon
archist sympathies and contacts 
abroad, the latter leading to his ar
rest in late 1921. 

1922 - Enter 01>perput 

It was in prison in early 1922 that 
Iakushev encountered Opperput. The 
latter was awaiting execution for his 
part in the recently unmasked 
Savinkov organization-or so he 
claimed. Opperput remains the most 
controversial figure in the whole af
fair. The weight of evidence strongly 
suggests that he was a veteran Soviet 
provocateur, though never a commu
nist or chekist per se. 2 1 

Opperput's provocateur past made 
him unsuitable as a front man for the 
new operation. For this purpose he 
suggested Iakushev who, out of self
preservation or venality, accep-

ted the job. As the Trust's "foreign 
minister, " he had his first meeting 
with monarchist representatives in 
Berlin in November 1922. The fol
lowing summer he secured an audi
ence with the reclusive Grand Duke 
Nikolai Nikolaevich in Paris and a 
year later negotiated with Polish in
telligence in Warsaw. 

Roaring Success? 

In the meantime , so the legend 
goes, the Trust and its satellites were 
busy gaining the confidence of Brit
ish, Finn ish, Latvian, and other in
telligence agencies through the White 
Russian agents they employed. In the 
summer of 1924, Trust emis saries 
lured the inveterate anti-Bolshevik 
Boris Savinkov back to Russia and 
into the waiting clutches of the 
OGPU. The operation was a roaring 
success-or was it? 

A different picture emerges from a 
late 1924 secret report to Dzerzhinskii 
on the activities of the KRO during 
the preceding two years. 22 This re
port makes no reference to the Trust 
in any form. Was it that insignifi
cant , or were its architects conceal
ing its existence even from their su
periors? The report describes an up
hill battle with inadequate resources 
against the hydra-headed forces of 
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Savinkov 'Elimination' Was Symbolic 
-Continued from Page 21-

counterrevolution and espionage. 
The author noted that as of 1922-23, 
there was little reliable information 
about the activit ies of emigres and 
their links to foreign intelligence . In 
1924 , however , the situation im
proved significantly thanks to new 
sources of information inside the 
Paris-based Tsentr Deistviia ("Center 
of Action"). The latter was an effort 
to form a "unite d front" (!) among 
diverse emigre organizat ions for the 
purpose of political and propaganda 
work outside and inside Russia.23 

This certainly sounds like some
thing in which the Trust would, or 
should, have taken a role. The KRO 
gleaned valuable information from 
thousands of repatriated "Whites." 
However, the returnees constituted 
another security threat and, accord
ing to the report, were the focus of 
British intrigues. 24 

Savinkov Lured Back to Russia 

The highlight of foreign operations 
was the capture of Savinkov. How
ever, the author makes clear that this 
coup was possible through a "lucky 
break " as opposed to crafty plan
ning.25 The truth was that very little 
had to be done to coax Savinkov back 
to Russia. He had steered himself in 
that direction since his secret, incon
clusive talks with the Soviet represen
tative in Britain, Leonid Krasin, in late 

1921.26 By 1923, Savinkov was a po
litically bankrupt drug-addict whose 
influence was li1nited to a shrinking 
circle of friends and sycophants. 27 His 
"elimination," therefore, was a purely 
symbolic gesture. Savinkov's initial 
contact with the Trust occurred in the 
summer of that year. 28 "I did not be
lieve much [in the Trust]," he later 
admitted, but desperation , and per-

haps other influences, made him jump 
at the opportunity. 29 That fall, Reilly 
confessed to his and Savinkov's mu
tual friend Paul Dukes, that 
"Savinkov is going back to Russia to 
give himselfup . I too am going back, 
but I shall continue to fight. "30 Who 
was manipulating whom? 

The central issue to Savinkov was 
what would happen to him afterwards. 
He finally received guarantees from 
the Soviet Politburo of a public trial 
and personal safety. He thus revealed 
his lack of faith in the Trust emissar
ies, and forced them to reveal their 
OGPU roots. It is noteworthy that in 
the Politburo debates, Dzerzhinskii 
adamantly opposed Savinkov's return 

under any circumstances. 31 He was 
overruled, but the incident suggests a 
less than supportive relationship be
tween "Iron Feliks" and the Trust 
operation. 

Dzerzhinskii had reason to be con
cerned. During 1924, the KRO "lost 
control" of the MOTsR branch in 
Leningrad . This branch, which con
trolled links to Finnish intelligence 
and the British SIS (Secret Intelli
gence Service-MI6) station in Es
tonia, had remained under the domi
nation of authentic monarchists. By 
some means, the group's leader, A.S. 
Putilov, identified a follower as an 
OPGU agent and ordered his liqui
dation. 32 The KRO was forced toter
minate the Leningrad group before 
further damage was done. 

Dzcrzhinskii Has Concerns 

Dzerzhinskii probably wondered 
about the security and wisdom of the 
entire opertion . This would explain 
another report dated 5 Febrnary 1925 
dealing specifically with the Trust. 
The author was Estonian chekist and 
KRO officer VA. Styrne, the man 
who later would handle the Reilly 
case. 33 The document in effect pleads 
for the continuation of the operation. 34 

It was, Styrne argued, passing through 
a critical phase. He acknowledged 
past failures (Leningrad?), but blamed 
these on the want of adequate re-

-Continued on Page 23-
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OGPU Never Had Emigre Control 
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-Continu ed from Page 22-

sources. The Trust network would 
yield great results for the OGPU given 
more time and money. 

Styme emphasi zed relations with 
the monarchist factions. Penetration 
of Grand Duke Nikolai 's circle (prob
ably the least active of the lot) had 
facilitated more limited access to the 
faction under Baron Petr Vrangel and 
the allied combatant organization of 
General A.P. Kutepov. At the same 
time, Trust agents encouraged the 
ambitions of Nikolai 's primary rival , 
Grand Duke Kyril. 35 

Monarchists Were Divided 

Styme, however, admitted that the 
monarchists remained divided on col
laboration and refused to subordinate 
themselves to a single authority or 
unified movement. Vrangel's politi
cal adviser, Nikolai Chebyshev, flatly 
denounced the Trust as a Bolshevik 
provocation. 36 Many others remained 
circumspect. Among the few outright 
converts was the journalist V. V. 
Shulgin who later admitted warnings 
from fellow emigres that lakushev 
was a Soviet agent. 37 Interestingly , 

the time ofStyme 's report the OGPU 
seems to have been unaware of the 
formation of a "secret independent" 
intelligence organization (a sort of 
"anti-Trust") within Vrangel's orga
nization , a failing that only became 
apparent in 1927.38 While the Trust 
achieved some success , it was never 
the case that it allowed the OGPU "to 
control the activities of the Russian 
emigres. "39 

Styrne ' s report went on to note 
some success among the "Eurasian" 
exile circle in Berlin and useful links 
to the Estonian, Finnish, Latvian and 
Polish intelligence services. 40 There 
even was an American thread devel
oped tluough ex-State Department 
official Arthur Bullard and the jour
nalist Karl Decker. Styme, however, 
emphasized a very cautious approach 
to the British. 

Through the White/British agent 
N.N. Bunakov in Finland , tl1e Trust 
made with the SIS station in Estonia 
headed by Commander Ernest T. 

Boyce. 41 Boyce eagerly proposed 
joint operations , but these overtures 
were rejected in the Lubianka; it was 
too dangerous to "play with the En
glish. "42 How odd, therefore, that 
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the Trust's next operation violated 
this rule. Given that tl1e Trust had 
little to show for its effort , might 
Dzerzhinskii have demanded some 
action-against the British-as the 
price of continuation? 43 

Reilly - No Faith in 'The Trust' 

Reilly's return to Soviet Russia in 
September 1925 and subsequent fate 
raise questions that cannot be ad
dressed here. It must suffice to em
phasize that ifSavinkov put little faitl1 
in the Trust , Reilly put none at all. 
He knew Aleksandr Iakushev was a 
corrupt bureaucrat, Opperput a pro
vocateur and the Trust a creation of 

the OGPU. 44 

Reilly received an overture from 
Trust representatives , via Boyce, in 
January 1925. Curiously, this pre
dates Styrne ' s report and raises a 
question of whose initiative was at 
work. Reilly dismissed their propos
als as vague and impractical. He had 
no interest in the Trust except to ex
ploit it for his own purposes. A care
ful reading of his correspondence with 
Boyce shows that Reilly's real inten
tion was to make business deals with 
pragmatic communists, and it was 
that intention that led him across the 

-Continued on Page 24-
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Trust Winds to an Aggressive Close 
-Cont inued from Page 23-

Soviet border in September. 45 Subse
quent Soviet behavior is puzzling, to 
say the least. 46 Unlike Savinkov, there 
was no effort to milk propaganda from 
the stunning catch or even admit that 
it had happened. After more than a 
year and a half of utter silence, the 
first clear story of Reilly's demise 
came from a Soviet defector-Eduard 
Opperp ut. 

Opperput's flight to Finland in 
April 1927 and his "revelati ons" in 
the ernigre and foreign press put an 
end to the Tmst. Perhaps by design, 
his story contradicted official Soviet 
claims to have liquidated a "great 

anti-Soviet organization. "47 Nikulin 
insists Opperput was an au thentic 
monarchist, but it is much more prob
able that he was continuing to do the 
bidding of the OGPU. 

Opperput - Dead or Alive? 

Barely two months after his return, 
he led an ill-fated attack against the 
Lubianka itself and, so it was claimed, 
perished in the attempt. Less than a 
year later he was reported operating 
as a Red agent in China under a new 
name. 48 Opperput's revelations were 
a convenient means of putting an end 
to a bad business. 

They also were the first step in es
tablishing the legend of the Trust as 
a brilliant counter-intelligence opera
tion, a legend that has proved far more 
durable and successful than the ac
tual operation. 

This reappraisal only scratches the 
surface of the Tmst, but hopefully it 
is sufficient to show that the later pic
ture of the operation is at odds with 

contemporary assessments. Ulti
mately, the Trust may have been a 
better lesson in what not to do than 
anything else. It is noteworthy that 
in the wake of Operatsiia Trest, 
OGPU strategy towards the emigres 
took a more aggressive turn. In 1928, 
Red agents murdered Baron Vrangel; 
in 1930 they abducted and killed 
Kutepov, and seven years later did the 

same to his successor Gen. E.K. 
Miller. Finally , the end of the Trust 
also coincided with the rise in influ
ence of I. V Stalin, never a man to 
tolerate half-measures. 

Dr. Richard B. Spence is a noted 
history professor at the University of 
Idaho and has contributed to numer
ous intelligence-related publications. 
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were acting at the behest of the CIA 
the question becomes one of "why." 

leaves a few too many rough spots 
along the way, especially when con
sidering the "fiction" approach. With 
such a writing option at hand the lati
tude was certainly available for put
ting forth more supposition and add
ing more substance to the novel. 

-Cont inued from Page 27-

Albeit there is a "get Pearson out 
because he is a Russian agent" angle, 
but that is about as far as it goes. 

While Adams, who has researched 
this case and others involving the 
Mounties for more than two decades, 
does a good job of"fictionalizing", he 
falls short of the mark in regards to 
the total premise. 

Why was the CIA operating behind 
the scenes? Did it have even oblique 
government sanction? What was the 
motivation for the RCMP to serve as 
a CIA lackey? 

On the other hand, Adams may still 
be a little gun shy from having lost a 
court battle over an earlier "fictional 
work" which wound up costing him 
$30,000, five years oflegal expenses 
and a disclaimer in future printings 
of the book. While suggesting the Mounties 

Alas, while putting forward a good 
story with plausible plot lines, Adams 
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